
 

 
 

 

 

Belowground Nitrogen Contributions and Other Benefits of Pulses in Rotation 
 
Donna Fleury, P.Ag 
 
Research projects are currently underway to try to measure the nitrogen contributions to cropping systems 
from growing pulses in rotation. Recent research has shown that the contribution from below ground roots and 
rhizodeposits in the soil are making a much larger contribution than first understood, although quantifying the 
amount is still challenging.  
 
"In some recent research we have been comparing belowground inputs from pulse crops in rotation to wheat 
and oilseed crops such as canola, mustard, and flax," explains Dr. Diane Knight, Professor and Ministry of 
Agriculture Strategic Research Chair at the University of Saskatchewan. "We are using an isotope dilution 
method that essentially allows us to tag the nitrogen and carbon manufactured by the plant and trace their 
movements when excreted by the plant into the soil. This is important in enabling us to differentiate whether 
the nitrogen comes from the plant or the soil." 
 
This method is able to estimate the N contribution from belowground plant roots and rhizodeposits, which are 
any compounds excreted from the root system, or very tiny roots or cells, that go into the soil that cannot be 
physically recovered separately. Using this method helps researchers to quantify all of the other N compounds 
that do not get recovered when just the roots are measured, and helps improve the accuracy of estimating the 
N credit.  
 
"Research is showing that most of the nitrogen contribution is actually in these rhizodeposits and outside of 
the main roots," says Knight. "Although we are still trying to quantify the amount, our research so far is 
showing that the nitrogen contribution from rhizodeposits is at least double the amount of nitrogen 
contributed by the plant roots or more. That means we are greatly underestimating the contribution of this 
belowground input to nitrogen cycling. These rhizodeposits are organic nitrogen and not directly available. 
However, they are high quality food for various soil microorganisms and can be quickly and easily broken down 
and mineralized into an inorganic nitrogen form readily available for uptake by the following crops. We also 
found when comparing pulses to wheat or canola that although the root mass of pulse plants is generally 
smaller than the other crops, pulses are contributing more nitrogen to the soil system. It may be related to 
improved soil biological activity increasing nitrogen mineralization but we still are not sure.”  
 
When comparing field peas, lentils, and chickpeas in rotation to determine the most efficient crop combination 
for maximizing nitrogen fixation and carbon storage, field peas generally were the leader while chickpeas were 
the least efficient. However, in a similar study under greenhouse conditions, chickpea yielded the highest and 
fixed the most nitrogen. The reason seems to be that chickpeas are typically grown in drier conditions in the 
field with water limitations that negatively impacts nitrogen fixation, compared to optimal conditions in the 
greenhouse. Recently faba beans were added to the field study, and after one year faba beans performed the 
best, but only slightly better than field peas. Although the literature generally suggests significantly higher 
nitrogen fixation by faba beans, most of those results are based on irrigation studies, and therefore the 



 

 
 

 

 

performance may not be quite as high as expected under dryland conditions. The study is continuing and more 
complete results will be available in the future. 
 
"In trying to determine the most efficient rotation, we also compared soil samples over three years from 
ongoing long-term soil rotation studies at both the Agriculture and Agri-Food Scott and Swift Current research 
farms, to find the rotation with the best or optimal N fixation," says Knight. "At Scott, in the dark brown soil 
zone, the results showed that growing pulses every third or fourth year in a diversified rotation provided better 
nitrogen fixation. At Swift Current, in the brown soil zone, growing pulses every second year in rotation 
optimized the amount of N fixed. Growing the pulse crops after canola always decreased N fixation compared 
to growing them after wheat.  As well, the nitrogen and carbon rhizodeposits from each of the pulse crops was 
more than 10 times higher when the crops were grown in diverse rotations compared to continuous rotations. 
Therefore, the most efficient rotation appears to be regionally dependent and may be related to 
environmental and moisture conditions, soil organic matter, and levels of microorganism populations retained 
in the system.”  These results are only considering the N fixation component to a rotation and do not take into 
account disease pressure or other concerns related to optimizing rotations.   
 
Knight continues "Our work is showing that economic benefits may be derived from more efficient utilization of 
N fixation from pulses in rotation, therefore reducing the nitrogen fertilizer requirements for subsequent crop. 
Methods that provide a more accurate assessment of below ground nitrogen and carbon will improve nitrogen 
credit estimates from nitrogen fixation from different pulse crops and in the future development of 
greenhouse gas footprints for crops." 
 
Although preliminary research results comparing nitrous oxide emissions of pulse crops and other crop 
residues in a controlled experiment indicate that pulses have lower emissions than flax or canola, they are still 
higher than wheat and the control. Research is continuing in a field study. Knight adds that the more important 
measure will be over the whole system and the broader benefits pulses bring by not requiring N fertilizer 
inputs in the year they are grown, the N credit they provide to the subsequent crops, and improving the overall 
cropping system greenhouse gas footprint. Adding in the rhizodeposit-C measurements will also improve the 
footprinting calculations in the future.     
 


